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Q Symbols 

 
Quan Yin (ark) - Goddess of boundless compassion and motherly love; yin, the feminine 

principle; symbol of the androgynous woman (arc: paranoia and neuroses).   

Quartz (rose) (ark) - relates to the heart. 

Queen (ark) - feminine authority. 

Quicksand - warning of danger through engulfment in a situation.   

 

R Symbols 

Rabbit (dc) - timid disciple; will not act or free oneself from a situation. 

Rabbit - timidity; one in need of protection; a co-atom creature to the deer family; harmlessness. 

Raccoon - a harmless sacrificial creature; signifies a person who sacrifices unknowingly; an 

industrious mischief-maker. 

Racquet (ark) - to combat the adversary. 

Radio - the symbol of the heart center, of being receptive. 

Rake - stewardship, harvest time. 

Raft (dc) - true mentation symbol; (ark) physical transportation on the river of life. 

Railroad (ark) - to dream of a railroad represents the journey of life. It is also connected to the 

subconscious mind, indicating the dreamer’s acceptance of a situation based on the strength of 

his or her integrity. To see a railroad in your dream indicates that you have a set track toward 

achieving your goals. Your progress will be slow and steady. You are well disciplined and secure 

in your life.  

Railroad (tracks) (ark) – railroad tracks are connected to the dreamer’s future. It can represent a 

prophetic knowing of an upcoming.  

Railroad (walking alongside a train) (ark) - to dream that you are walking or flying alongside a 

train traveling on railroad tracks signifies the completion of your tasks.  

Rain - emotional cleansing. 

Raincoat (black) - protection and insulation from a projected negative will or force. 

Raincoat (white) - spiritual protection and insulation. 

Rainbow - indicative of saintly protection during night flight and during daytime action.  To see 
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a rainbow is to know that one is a protégé of the saints. (ktk) - the promise of God’s covenant 

with man. (IS) - cherubim; a saint’s protection; also Ancient of Days; the power to rise to the 

First Heaven and receive help from the saints. 

Rainbow (coat) (ark) - a Joseph’s coat that provides a saint’s protection and is symbolic of a 

covenant with God. (Joseph became powerful in Egypt and his brothers bowed before him Genesis 37: 1-11; 12-

38; 41:14-36; 50:20.) 

Rainbow colors - the colors of the rainbow, as seen by the eye of man, relate to the plane of 

Nature and the vibrational life existing in Nature. 

Radiation (blue) (ark) - vaporish ethers poisonous to the mind, emotions and spirit. 

Rain - emotional and astral initiation. 

Raincoat (ark) - astral protection. 

Raindrops - the sound current is inside of you. Some come in with more alignment with the 

sound current. It first may come as the sound of an object: as a bell, as raindrops or the sound of 

waves crashing on the shore, the sound of a seashell when placed next to the ear, or like a cord of 

electricity where we step into different dimensions. The Great Void will open certain doors that 

will take you to the sound current and the freeing of consciousness. Stillness is always a 

preceding necessity to receive the sound current. This can occur at deeper levels of sleep where 

we recharge and are made new every day to face the challenges we have set up for ourselves.1 

Ram (Aries) - to overcome assertiveness; to overcome the lesser will; to cleanse out 

acquisitiveness; to learn the consequence for direct action; to learn the first principles, and thus 

gain a first foothold in authority; incarnation symbol of an Israeli life. 

Raspberries - a balancer for protein indulgence. 

Rat - poverty; a stubborn and unyielding poverty; a lesson to be learned through lack; a danger 

of becoming infected by poverty due to parasitical persons. 

Rat (white) (ark) - spiritual poverty. 

Raven / Crow - a trespasser and thoughtless intruder; a cunning mind; a destroyer of one’s 

labors; a cynical materialistic bandit; a malicious gossip. 

Reaper - to use a reaper in a dream means that one is reaping the harvest. (Note what one is 

reaping as part of the key code for interpreting the symbol.) 

Receptionist (ark) - one who assists and receives messages from the inner planes. 

 
1Ann Ree Colton, The Mantra between the Chela and the Master. 
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Recording Angel (IS) - book; scroll; golden chain; scales; lesson in timing. 

Rectal area - to see the rectal area in a dream indicates that one has need to search his 

conscience as to guilt, and that they should learn to eliminate soiled thoughts and attitudes 

toward the natural functions in life. 

Rectangle - the form of man; initiation through forms and objects; the door; a new experience; 

meeting the master; moves as ritual in the disciple’s body.2 

Red (113) - power charged with cosmic dynamism. 

Red (brownish) (113) - blood guilt held over from another lifestream of violence; jealousy; 

physical danger; obstructive; covetousness. 

Red, Purplish (burgundy) (113) - karmic suffering caused by past-life physical offenses; lower 

and astral gravity vibrations. 

Reddish Brown (102) - danger. 

Red (crimson) - healthy life force; pure blood stream; honesty; ego command. 

Red (purplish) - karmic suffering caused by past life physical offenses; lower astral gravity 

vibrations. 

Red (scarlet) - distemper; temper; agitator; disturber; accuser; irresponsible, without conscience. 

Red (vermilion) - race pride. 

Red Vinegar (cup of) (ark) - one bears the burden of others lack of self-control for the energy 

processes of distemper; temper; agitators; disturbers; accusers; irresponsibility and those without 

conscience. 

Red Vinegar (cup of poured over urethra) (ark) - one bears the burden and is disciplining 

himself for others lack of self-control for the energy processes of distemper; temper; agitators; 

disturbers; accusers; irresponsibility and those without conscience. 

Redwood - a symbol stirring the grace-memories of Atlantean and Lemurian times. 

Refrigerator - a reminder to keep on ice or to remain cool or to not be impulsive. 

Reins - (ark) relates to the archetypal thread where one is instructed at night. 

Rent (ark) - fee for entitlement to use facilities. 

Reptiles - represent the will’s action.i 

Restaurant (dc) - the Hall of Learning (1st Heaven). 

 
2Ann Ree Colton, Islands of Light, Arc Publishing Co., p. 99. 
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Revolution (ktk) - when energy has to push up out of an enclosure through the destroying 

archetype.   

Rhinoceros - represents the negative, brutal force of sexual power, denoting stubbornness, 

stupidity, unreasonableness. 

Ribbon (green) (ark) - healing gift. 

Ribbon (red) (ark) - gift of cosmic dynamism. 

Ribbon (white) - spiritual gift; purity; transcending power of spirit. 

Ribbon (black)(ark) - secret gift; gift to accentuate the light. 

Rice - to remember China. 

Rice (grain) (IS) - Master M (El Morya):  Will - Light Stream #1. 

Rifle (gun) (ark) - physical aggression. 

Right (hand path) - the masculine; Heavenly Father; the law; the path of the Masters. 

Ring - initiation.  The marriage symbol in a dream is the most powerful symbol of all symbols 

for it is an assurance that one has truly entered the path or the walk in light. It defines one’s state 

of evolution and attitude toward his spiritual life; his placement in the divine plan of his soul’s 

progression. 

Ring (amethyst) (Research #34, p.202) - one is assured of insulation from the powers of 

darkness. 

Ring (diamond) - indicates that one is being initiated into the logos of the higher self and into the 

eternal medallion surrounding the higher self. 

Ring (emerald) (Research #34 p.202) - one is to be initiated into the spiritual healing arts. 

Ring (gold) - indicates spiritual initiation and soul grace; (IS) Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6. 

Ring (gold wedding) (IS) - Master M (El Morya):  Will - Light Stream #1. 

Ring (pearl) (Research #34, p.202) - indicates one is to become at one with his soul’s medallion 

and pure grace. 

Ring (ruby) (Research #34 p.202) -- one is initiated into honor and integrity. 

Ring (turquoise) - one is remembering and recalling Atlantean ancient powers into the physical 

action of the present time. 

Ring (sapphire) (Research #34, p.202) - initiation into the higher mind. 

Ring (silver) (Research #34, p.202) - one is to undergo initiation into the lunar powers of 

propagation and procreation; it is the promise of understanding into the genesis levels of 
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humanity. 

Risen Dead - protective telepathies.  Exorcisms.  (Note:  In spiritual experience it is necessary to 

understand and interpret the telepathies from the unrisen dead in order to gain exorcism powers.  

Unrisen-dead telepathies relate to misdirected obstructions, karmic telepathies and dark-magic 

telepathies.) 

Risen Dead (IS) - feeling of pure love and a remembered scene or face; a vision to warn, to 

protect. 

Ritual - Light Stream #7- Master R aka St. Germaine. 

River - humanity. 

River (crossing) - crossing over the travails of humanity. 

River (dark gray) (ark) - an emotional or astral initiation for humanity involving discipline of 

the will. 

River (green) (ark) - health initiation involving humanity. 

River (frozen)– humanity experiencing a frozen condition as limitation. 

River (mud filled) (ark) - humanity is to be mired in a karmic situation of soil and unhappiness.  

Wet earth or mud indicates that humanity must extricate itself from an unsavory situation in 

health, mind, morals. 

Roach - astral soil and negation; lack of order in emotion and thoughts; a situation distasteful to 

good form. 

Road (dc) - the path. 

Road (bend in the road) (ark) - a turn on the path. 

Road (blocked) - path is obstructed. 

Road (construction) (ark) - a new path. 

Road (dirt) (ktk) the less trodden path. 

Road (paved) - the traditional path. 

Robe (bath) - warning of physical weakness or health. 

Robe (dressing gown) (ark) - warning of lesser etheric body weakness or health. 

Robe (gold seamless) - the wedding garment; the true garment or spiritual body worn by the soul. 

Robe (gold seamless w/collar) - the wedding garment; the true garment or spiritual body worn by 

the soul, made with the skills of the soul. 

Robe (indigo dressing gown) (ark) - lesser etheric body weakness or health to be healed through 
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auric cleansing by the Masters. 

Robe (jeweled robe or ephod) - breastplate of prototypal powers passed on as the Mantle of the 

Living Teacher with twelve jewels representing the twelve hierarchy powers of the soul.3 

Robe (pink) (ark) - warning of physical sensitivity, weakness or health. 

Robe (red) (ark) - warning of weakness or health related to cosmic power or dynamism. 

Robe (monk or nun) - memory of a monastery life. 

Robe (white bath) (ktk) - one is being alerted that physical weakness or health is to be healed 

through the spirit. 

Robe (white seamless) (IS) - Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6. 

Rock or Boulder (with face carved into) - caught into the psychic for ages, for many lives. 

Rock or Stone - latent strength as to small matters; a memory of ancient retribution laws of stoning.  

Also, a symbol that one is danger of stumbling against a stone, or some issue that is painful.  Rock 

house, rock castle or rock building represents primal reliance upon etheric laws. 

Rock or Stone (touching) - used in night instruction to train one’s sensitivity as to texture in touch. 

Rocking Chair (ktk)- support for healing. 

Rod - symbol of discipline, the spine, and the power to measure and to gauge.  Also, the symbol 

of an upright will. 

Rod iron (ark) - iron will. 

Roof (jumping off) - to dream of a roof-top of a house and jumping off the roof indicates that one 

is returning to the physical body too abruptly. 

Roof (of house) - transcendental consciousness; Kingdom of God.4    

Roller Skating / Roller Skates (arc) - a dangerous situation. (ark) - a warning to take advantage 

of timing. 

Rope - symbol of the silver cord; also, in some instances can reveal the processes of kundalini 

power.  A rope can indicate a means and way of escape. 

Rosary (ark) - a devotional symbol to prepare and open the heart. 

Rosary (tying rosary and mala beads together) (ark) - blending devotional heart and mind 

steadiness to build greater spiritual power. 

Rose - a flower from heaven “determined by heaven to be a rose.”  Purist flower in the floral 

 
3Ann Ree Colton, Archetypal Statements, pg. 418. 
4Ann Ree Colton, Archetypal Statements, p. 14. 
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kingdom.  It is a protective flow creating an atmosphere of purity.  Sanctifies an environment as 

the powers of darkness cannot come nigh to a pure rose. 

Rose (bush w/thorns) - symbol that one is to undergo some form of suffering that he may ascend 

into spiritual alignment. 

Rose (color) - mystical love; responsive affections; empathy; sympathy. 

Rose (pink) - love.5 The symbol of devotion; of help from the saints; reverence; (IS) The Venerable 

One:  Devotion - Light Stream #2. 

Rose (red) - sacrifice.6 Symbol of the blood stream; of humanity; of the human spirit.  One is 

presently under the saints and learning of heavenly food for the humanities.  The grace of the soul.ii  

(IS) - Archangel Gabriel; Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi):  Law - Light Stream #4. 

Rose (white) - the symbol of purity; of peace; of ethical ritual.  Expression of the ego in pure spirit 

fire. Spiritual power and fragrance.iii  (IS) - Archangel Raphael; Divine Mother; Master R (aka 

St. Germaine): Ritual - Light Stream #7.  From the Master.7 

Rose (yellow) - powers of the soul.8 

Rottweiller (german police dog) - means the law; a Guardian Angel of the judgments and ethics. 

Ruby - the ruby is the arch-stone supporting all jewels.  The ruby is the crown of the Son-of-man 

power in earth.  One perfect ruby condensed as a perfected jewel contains a velocity of ether equal 

to millions of heartbeats or blood particles of consciousness life.  The ruby is the stone of physical 

honor and action. 

Ruby (crimson) (121) - the key solar color of mystical healing for Capricorn. 

Ruby (IS) - Archangel Gabriel. 

Ruby (pendant) pg. 127. 

Ruby (ring) - symbol of one’s lower etheric body. (p. 128.) 

Rug - one’s lower etheric body.  Another vehicle for traveling over the astral world.9 

Rug (kneeling on) - reveals that one has had a contact with Islam practices in another life. 

Rug (prayer) - to see a prayer rug on a wall is to be communing with a mandala out picturing his 

soul communion and union with the Master. 

 
5Ann Ree Colton, Dream Codes. 
6Ibid. 
7Ibid. 
8Ibid. 
9Ibid. 
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Rug (seated on) - one is experiencing former life methods of meditation. 

Rug (slip or fall) - to slip or fall upon a rug is a warning that one should watch his moods and 

temperaments regarding habit slavery of the body. 

Rug (wall hanging) - to see a rug as a wall hanging in a dream is a warning that one must be alert, 

that he become not a victim to those who would abuse his confidence. 

Running - symbol of the need to accelerate one’s progress. 

Running (a race) - with someone else indicates that the dreamer is to be challenged by a 

competitive person or situation. 

Running (from pursuer) - indicates that the dreamer has a feeling of having wronged another 

person and therefore must rectify his actions for his pursuer is caused by his own errs, omissions, 

or guilt. 

Running (running with joy) - running with joy indicates that one is close to his goal. 

Rye (grain of) (IS) - Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi):  Law - Light Stream #4. 
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i.   Ann Ree Colton, The Contributor, Vol. 1., No. 17, p. 122. 
ii.  Ibid. 
iii. Ibid. 


